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More recent theses of Midwifery Science and/or using DELIVER data can be found in the list below. ((co-)supervisors are between brackets)
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**Baron R**
Maternal health and prenatal health education in midwife-led primary care
[VU Amsterdam]
(prof J Brug, prof EK Hutton, dr J Manniën, dr SJ te Velde)

**Warmelink JC**
The organisation of midwifery care
[VU Amsterdam]
(prof EK Hutton, dr. TA Wiegers, dr TP de Cock)
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**Feijen-de Jong EI**
On the use and determinants of prenatal healthcare services
[University of Groningen]
(prof SA Reijneveld, prof FG Schellevis, dr DEMC Jansen, dr F Baarveld)

**Martin L**
Counseling for prenatal anomaly screening.
Parents’ perspectives, midwives’ perspectives, and client-midwife communication
[VU Amsterdam]
(prof EK Hutton, prof AM van Dulmen, dr ER Spelten)

**Gitsels-van der Wal JT**
Religious beliefs in decision-making and counseling around prenatal anomaly screening
Views of pregnant Muslim Turkish and Moroccan women and midwives
[VU Amsterdam]
(prof JS Reinders, prof EK Hutton, dr J Manniën, dr PS Verhoeven)
Klomp GMT
Management of labour pain in midwifery care
[Radboud University Nijmegen]
(prof ALM Lagro-Janssen, prof EK Hutton, dr A de Jonge)

Boerleider AW
Non-western women in maternity care in the Netherlands: exploring ‘inadequate’
use of prenatal care and the experiences of care professionals
[University of Amsterdam]
(prof WLJM Devillé, prof AL Francke, dr TA Wiegers, dr J Manniën)

2014
Pereboom MTR
The role of clients, midwives and health policy in preventing infectious diseases in
pregnancy
Toxoplasmosis, Listriosis, Cytomegalovirus & Chlamydia trachomatis
[VU Amsterdam]
(prof EK Hutton, prof FG Schellevis, dr ER Spelten, dr J Manniën)